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ABSTRACT

The dependence of the perimeter-area relation on the size of Koch Island is discussed, it

is found that in general the fractal ratio between Koch perimeter and the square root of the enclosed

area is not independent of the size of the Island; though in some cases, this relation may approx-

imately hold. Therefore, this relation should be used carefully for determination of the fractal

dimension of Koch 'shnd.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that for islands with fractal coastlines, the

length P{f ) of the coastline depends on the yardstick £ ( a ratio

of a length and that of the side of an initiator ) used to m e a w e

its length and P<£ )-+*o as £ — 0 . On the other hand, the area A ( f )

of the island, measured by covering it with squares of area f1

remains finite as £ -* 0. The ratio between the perimeter and the

square root of the enclosed area,
±

oi - (Perimeter) / (Area)"* ,

should be divergent, Mandelbrot (1983) showed that for f<-act--.l

curves the divergent ratio °JP should be replaced by the modified

ratio given by _^ x

^ p = [ P«>J
S( A (£>}'* (i)

where D is the fractal dimension of the Koch perimeter,

Feder (1987) showed again that islands similar in form satisfy

the following perimeter-area (P-A) relation due to Mandelbrot

Ut = C £° JWp (2)

for each of the islands. C in Eq^2) is a constant. They mentioned that

the ratio olj is independent of the size of the island though it does

depend on the yardstick chosen. These relations in equationsQ.)and (2)

are bases for practical determination of fractal dimensions in several

cases. It seems indeed that this P-A relation holds in some

investigations ( e.g. Lovejoy,1982,Rys and Weldvogel,1986).

Mandelbrot et al ( 198-3 ) used this relation to determine the

fractal dimension of fractured surfaces with a fixed yardstick which

would lead oi], to be a constant of proportionality. Then they used

the linear relation between log P and log A for determing the

fractal dimension of fractured surfaces. They obtained good linear

relations in experimental results. It seems to be a widely applicable
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method. Indeed,after that, this method for determination of the fractal

dimension has been used in many cases in the studies of materials,e.g.

the fracture toughness(Mu and Lung 1988), toughness of materials(Pande

et al. 1987; Xie and Chen 1988 and Richards and Dempsey 1988) .fatique (Uaig et al.1988),

pitting corrosion (Zhou et al.,1989), recrystalization (Wang et al.,

1990) and metallographic structure (Chen et al.,1988). In several

experiments,the authors showed negative correlations between fractal

dimension and toughness of materials which is difficult to explain

(Pande et al,1987;Mu and Lung, 1988 and Xie and Chen 1988). In spite of

various explanations on the dependences of toughness on fractal

dimensions (Lung,198 6;Lung and Mu,198S;Lung and Zhang,1989;Zhang and

Lung.. 1989) , Lung and Mu (1988), based on experiment, pointed out that the

fractal dimension determined by P-A relation is dependent on the yard-

stick chosen. The measured value would not be the real fractal dimension

of fractured surfaces.

In this paper, we consider the situation where there is an ensemble

of Koch islands,generated with initiators of different sizes. We discuss

the dependence of the P-A ratio on the size of the initiator of the Koch

island. Unlike previous authors' argumentations, we would like to show

that: (1) C in Equation 2 is not a constant. It still depends on the

ratio of the yardstick chosen to the length of the initiator. (2) The

rat-io Q/J is not independent of the size of the island in general. The

independence of the P-A ratio on the size holds only in some special

cases approximately.

II. THE PERIMETER-AREA RELATION

Let us choose an initiator of a Koch island as an example. P(f )

and A(£ ) are the values of its perimeter and area respectively. £ is

the relative value of the yardstick chosen. Then,

f = 7A.. , P . ^ L . , P.^ei.A'* O)

£ is a dimensionless quantity. Y) is the length of the yardstick
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chosen. L., P» and A. are the lengths of the side, the perimeter and

the area of the initiator respectively. The m and oi, are parameters. For

a quadratic Koch island, m - 4, «<.= 4; for a triadic Koch island, m - 3,

L. and m can be thought of as the "size" of the island.

The perimeter-area relation is

where,D is the fractal dimension, n is the generation number and att(e)

is the P-A ratio. When D-l, then, P <£ ) - Po , A (£ ) - AD and

^, (Z) = <̂ <,

On the other hand, according to the property of self-similarity of

Koch curve (Mandelbrot,1983)

L (*> ~ * > (5)

From Eqs.(_i) and(^i we have

and Ad)1 -
(6)

ol (f) depends on the ratio of »7 and L, , the size of an initiator.

In comparison,we calculate Wp(i)m*of the triadic Koch island with

Equations 2 ( C - m* ),6 and 4 respectively (Table 1). It is shown that

the modified Eq.fS1!corresponds with Equation (4) exactly.

Table 1. log(oicm ) calculated with Eqs. 2,6 and 4.

o q ( <*pm'}

0
i
2
3
4

Eq. 2

0
0 .098
0 .196
0 .295
0 .393

_Eq. 6_ _Eq. 4

0
0.2167
0.2867
0.3167
0.4117

0
0.2167
0.2867
0.3167
0.4117

Again, we assume that we may use Equation(4Jto determine the

fractal dimension with the measured values of P's and A's experimentally



though we cannot obtain the measured values of dD from experiments.

However, if we calculate cWjWlVlth values of f'S.D's and A's of standard

triadic island, it can be shown with the help of Egs .(5) and (6) that

= D

Unlike Equation(Id) in Lung and Mu's paper (1988), the so called

measured value of fractal dimension in tt.is case is exactly equal

to the real fractal dimension of the Koch perimeter provided cjp is

known. However, we should point out that the parameter o ^ still can-

not be obtained experimentally.

Hi.. DLPENDENCE OF o/j, (I) ON THE SIZE OF THE KOCH ISLAND

1. Consider a group of Koch islands of different sizes, with

p0l - mL,,,- .Let us assume m to be a constant. An example for this

case is a group of triadic Koch islands, the perimeter of which is

P.; =• J L,; (Fig.l) .
. _ j

(7)

We see that o ^ / ^ i s a function of the ratio of

the size of the initiator.

and

"rom Eq. (7), the following conclusions may be drawn:

(1) Instead of the constant C in Equation 2, there is a factor

I A ( 7/L*i) 1 which is dependent on the ratio of the size

of the island (L.; ) and the yardstick chosen,

12) When we measure P and A, we can fix the length of yardstick

fj ,but we cannot keep £4 — 7/l~el constant, because L „,; is

different for each different island. That means, we cannot kes

the parameter o/pt to be a constant in Equation 2 or 6.

J3) For several special cases,e.g. quadratic Koch islands,the

area does not change in the iteration process (Feder,1987).
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Equation 7 then simplifies to

(8)

Equation 8 is of the same form as that derived by Feder (1987),

but here Ô JX.' is still a function of the ratio of >? and Lol- .

For fixed *) , it still depends on the size of the island.

(4) When I i )

°tj>i Aji

(constant)

(i - pj/i

(9)

This is similar to Eq.8, but s/jtis still dependent on the size

of the island for fixed Y) .

2. Secondly, consider a set of Koch islands as in Fig.2 where the

initiators LOt- = L , - constant; however the P,; •= m;L.; •=• m , L e

with mt- differing from island to island. An example is in Fig. 2.

Then, p o , = 3L, , P.! - 2*3L, , ... P.; - 2 *3 L. . and

(10)

In this case, we can keep £ as a constant, but we know that

A»i ™ *.(' + A.imi- A ni is a complicated function of m £ .

Therefore, <Ĵ ;̂ is still dependent on the size of the island in

-i »
the factor A Hi

 a n d "*• • ln Practical numerical calculations,

we know that A*i approaches a limiting value rapidly as the

generation number increases (e.g. Lung and Hu,1988,-Lung and Zhang,

1989 and Wang et al,1990). In this case, P - A relation may hold

approximately as we have discussed in the Section III. 1 H ) , but

t,; = 1, . This method for determination of the fractal dimension

is reasonable to a certain extent,but the condition for approaching

the limiting value is easier than that we have discussed in Section

III.l (4) ( t ~>0),
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In Feder's derivation(19BT), we think, it might be reasonable to

assume that S * = *. C ̂ .; C Loc ) ] * where A „, is the area

enclosed by the initiator of Koch perimeter for the i-th island.

Then, , {

depends on the sizeIt would come to the same conclusion that

of the island apparently.

IV. FRACTALS WITH FINITE GENERATIONS AND ITS PERIMETER-AREA RELATION

The perimeters of islands of fractured surfaces, metallographic

grai.ns, corrosion pits and inclusions are fractal structures in a sense

of approximation. They have finite generations only. Besides, these

islands have smaller number of generations of self - similarity when

their sizes are small. This might be one of the main differences

between the real physical objects (Figure 3) and mathematical fractals

which have been assumed to be of infinite generations of self-similarity

in each island.

Let us choose a yardstick which i3 not longer than the length of

the edge of the smallest initiator (Lol) ( Fig.3 ) for measuring the

perimeters of three different sire islands and choose P., as the unit.

The lengths of perimeters would be: (a) IP., , (b) 4PO| , (c) 4
aPo| . For

the n-th island,the perimeter would be 4 (n-u Figs.3(a),

..(n) would be fractal descriptions of physical objects in a sense of

approximation. In these groups of islands, the bigger ones have more

generations of self-similarity than the smaller ones.

Now, we choose L«; as the yardstick but choose the length of the

perimeter of each initiator P4w- ( Pol ,Pol ,P,, ... } as the unit for

measuring the relative lengths of perimeters of islands.For Figure 3(a),

there is only one generation, the length of perimeter is P., . For Figure

3(b), there are two generations, the length of the perimeter is (4/3)p,r

For Figure 3(c),there are three generations, the length of the p«ri-
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meter is (4/3) For n-th generation, it would be (4/3)'"" P .

In this analysis, we may see that we can keep the absolute value of

the yardstick to be a constant but we can not keep the relative value of

the yardstick to be a constant at the same time due to the different

sizes of initiators. Previous authors might have confused the absolute

value of yardstick with the relative value ot it. Furthermore, the

problem of taking an average for the value of D from islands with

different sizes is in close relationship with the problem of from

islands with different number of generations. Equations 2 and 6

showed that tJ^ui does depend on the yardstick chosen or the generation

number. Therefore,the apparent fractal dimension determined by P - A

relation might depend on the yardstick ( e.g. Lung and Hu, 1988 )

and the measured value of fractal dimension is not the real fractal

dimension of the fractured surface.

In numerical calculations on triacjic and quadratic Koch islands

(Lung and Mu,19B8; Lung and Zhang,1989; Wang X W et al.1990), we found

that the area rapidly approaches a limiting value by increasing the

generation number.The linear relation between log ?,•(>?) and log A(« )

for fixed IJ should hold after some generations. The linear relation-

ship of experimental results could be reasonable in the sense of

approximation as we discussed in Section IV. Otherwise,it would be false

appearances as pointed out in our previous paper (Lung and Zhang,1989J.
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V. SUMMARY

In general, the perimeter - area fractal relation depends on the

size of Koch island. However, in some special cases, P -A relation may

hold approximately. The condition is that the size differences of

islands should not be too large and the yardstick should be relatively

smali enough. You should check whether the measured fractal dimension is

dependent on yardstick or not. This method should be used carefully for

determination of the fractal dimension of Koch perimeter of the Island.

Instead of P-A relation, the use of L-e relation (Mandelbrot 1983 or Eq.5

in this paper) may be the best way to determine it.
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FTf-ttBE CAPTIONS

Fig.l. Triadic Koch islands with different sizes.

Fig.2 Different sizes of similar islands enclosed by different lengths

ol Koch curves.

Fig.3. Triadic Koch islands: (a) The perimeter of the initiator is P., ,

(b) The perimeter of the initiator is 3P,,, (c) The perimeter of the

initiator is 3* P,, .

Fit.l
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